
Fill in the gaps

Shadow Soldiers by Accept

So cold and  (1)____________  it seems so long since someone was here

Following the shadows,  (2)________  the sun  (3)________  it disappears

Thousands of stone  (4)__________  crosses, a formation for all to see

With flags and flames, the ranks and the names of those who died to be free

The fire remains in our  (5)____________  all of our dreams made new

Etched in the  (6)____________  of freedom, we're living on thru you

We're the Shadow Soldiers,  (7)________  to rest  (8)________________  tall

Shadow Soldiers, in  (9)______________  you live

That's why we've given it all

Taken too  (10)________  from the lives we loved a misery I can not explain

Only  (11)________  we  (12)________   (13)________   (14)________________  are we sure we did not die in vein

The  (15)________   (16)______________  in our hearts all of our dreams made new

Etched in the flames of freedom, are  (17)__________  words, oh so true

We're living on  (18)________  you

We're the Shadow Soldiers, laid to rest standing tall

Shadow Soldiers, in  (19)______________  you live

That's why we've given it all

The fire remains in our  (20)____________  all of our  (21)____________  made new

Etched in the flames of freedom, we're living on thru you

We're the Shadow Soldiers, laid to  (22)________  standing tall

Shadow Soldiers, in freedom you live

That's why we've  (23)__________  it all

Shallow Soldiers, laid to  (24)________   (25)________________  tall

Shadow Soldiers, in  (26)______________  you live

That's why we've  (27)__________  it all
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. lonely

2. with

3. till

4. white

5. hearts

6. flames

7. laid

8. standing

9. freedom

10. soon

11. when

12. feel

13. your

14. presence

15. fire

16. remains

17. these

18. thru

19. freedom

20. hearts

21. dreams

22. rest

23. given

24. rest

25. standing

26. freedom

27. given
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